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Abstract. Multimodal medical datasets with incomplete observations
present a barrier to large-scale neuroscience studies. Several works based
on Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) have been recently proposed
to predict a set of medical images from a single modality (e.g, FLAIR
MRI from T1 MRI). However, such frameworks are primarily designed
to operate on images, limiting their generalizability to non-Euclidean ge-
ometric data such as brain graphs. While a growing number of connec-
tomic studies has demonstrated the promise of including brain graphs for
diagnosing neurological disorders, no geometric deep learning work was
designed for multiple target brain graphs prediction from a source brain
graph. Despite the momentum the field of graph generation has gained
in the last two years, existing works have two critical drawbacks. First,
the bulk of such works aims to learn one model for each target domain to
generate from a source domain. Thus, they have a limited scalability in
jointly predicting multiple target domains. Second, they merely consider
the global topological scale of a graph (i.e., graph connectivity structure)
and overlook the local topology at the node scale of a graph (e.g., how
central a node is in the graph). To meet these challenges, we introduce
MultiGraphGAN architecture, which not only predicts multiple brain
graphs from a single brain graph but also preserves the topological struc-
ture of each target graph to predict. Its three core contributions lie in: (i)
designing a graph adversarial auto-encoder for jointly predicting brain
graphs from a single one, (ii) handling the mode collapse problem of GAN
by clustering the encoded source graphs and proposing a cluster-specific
decoder, (iii) introducing a topological loss to force the reconstruction
of topologically sound target brain graphs. Our MultiGraphGAN sig-
nificantly outperformed its variants thereby showing its great potential
in multi-view brain graph generation from a single graph. Our code is
available at https://github.com/basiralab/MultiGraphGAN.
Keywords: Adversarial brain multigraph prediction · Geometric deep learning
· Multigraph GAN
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1 Introduction
Multimodal image synthesis has gained a lot of attention from researchers in the
medical field as it reduces the high acquisition time and cost of medical modali-
ties (e.g, positron emission tomography (PET)). Generative Adversarial Network
(GAN) [1] is nowadays the dominant method for predicting medical images of
different modalities from a given modality. For instance, [2] proposed a GAN-
based framework to predict PET neuroimaging from magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) for an early Alzheimer’s disease diagnosis. Inspired from CollaGAN, [3]
predicted double inversion recovery (DIR) scans from three source modalities
(i.e., Flair, T1 and T2). However, such one-target prediction frameworks are in-
capable of jointly predicting multiple target modalities using a single learning
model. To alleviate this issue, several multi-target prediction solutions have been
proposed [4,5] in the computer vision field but a few attempts have been made in
the medical field. Recently, [6] proposed an adversarial autoencoder framework
to predict three target MRI images (i.e., T1-weighted, T2-weighted, and FLAIR)
from a single source T1 MRI scan. Although promising, such models fail to gen-
eralize to geometric data such as graphs and manifolds, especially brain graphs
(i.e., connectome) which are derived from MRI scans. A brain graph consists
of a set of nodes representing the anatomical regions of interest (ROIs) linked
by edges encoding their biological relationship. However, multimodal medical
datasets are usually incomplete so it becomes very challenging to conduct mul-
timodal connectomic studies requiring paired samples. Consequently, predicting
missing brain graphs from an existing source graph is highly desired since it
provides rich and complementary information for brain mapping and disease
diagnosis.
So far, we have identified only two brain graph synthesis works [7,8] which
proposed a geometric deep learning-based framework for one-target prediction
from a source brain graph. The target graph of a testing subject is predicted
by first aligning the training target graphs to the source graphs, then averaging
the target graphs of the training subjects that share similar local neighbor-
hoods across source and target domains. Although pioneering, these works are
neither designed in an end-to-end learning manner nor effective for jointly pre-
dicting multiple target brain graphs from a single source graph. Other works
[9,10,11,12] aimed to generate different types of graphs including biological ones
such as molecules. To the best of our knowledge, no existing graph synthesis
works attempted to solve the problem of joint multiple brain graph prediction
from a baseline source graph [13,14]. Another important shortcoming of existing
graph synthesis works [9,10,11,12,13,14], is that they do not preserve the node-
wise topological properties. Mainly, they only learn the global graph structure
(i.e., number of nodes and edges weights). However, the brain wiring has both
global and local topological properties underpinning its function, and which can
get altered in neurological disorders [15,16]. Hence, by overlooking the learning
of the local graph structure one cannot capture which ROIs would be most effec-
tive for early diagnosing the disease based on the topological properties within
the brain graph. By considering local topological constraints, one can learn the
node’s importance in a graph which can be measured using path-length based
metrics such as betweenness centrality. Such centrality metrics assign a score to
each node based on the shortest path between pairs of nodes. In this way, the
synthesized graph will satisfy both global and local topologies of the original
target graph.
To address all these drawbacks, we propose MultiGraphGAN, the first at-
tempt to jointly predict multiple brain graphs from a single graph in an end-
to-end deep learning fashion. We draw inspiration from the work [5] on multi-
domain image translation task. Although effective for multi-target image pre-
diction, [5] fails to operate on graphs as it was primarily designed for Euclidean
data. Besides, it overlooks GAN mode collapse, where the generator (i.e., de-
coder) produces data that mimic a few modes of the target domain. To address
this issue, we first propose to learn the source graph embeddings using an encoder
E defined as a Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) [17]. Second, we cluster the
resulting embeddings with heterogeneous distribution into homogeneous clusters
where a cluster-specific generator is constructed to generate a specific mode of
the given target domain. In other words, we define for each target domain a set of
synergetic generators, each representing a cluster-specific GCN decoder. Hence,
the graph prediction is learned more synergistically using our proposed cluster-
specific generators, rather than using a single generator for each target domain.
This generative process is regularized using one discriminator D, which enforces
the generated graphs to match the original target graphs. Lastly, we introduce a
topology-aware adversarial loss function that seeks to preserve both global and
local topological properties when predicting the target graphs. Mainly, we aim
to enforce the generated graphs to retain a centrality score of each nodes in the
original target brain graph.
2 Proposed MultiGraphGAN for Multiple Graphs
Prediction
In the following, we present the main steps of our joint multi-target brain graphs
prediction framework from a single source graph. Fig. 1 provides an overview
of the key three steps of the proposed framework: 1) extraction of multi-view
brain features and construction of a graph population for each source and target
domains, 2) embedding and clustering of the source graphs, and 3) prediction of
multiple target brain graphs using cluster-specific generators.
A- Graph population representation using multi-view brain graphs.
Let Gd be a graph encoding the pairwise relationship between subjects belonging
to a specific domain d where d ∈ {S, T1, . . . , Tm}. We define our graph population
as Gd = {(Gnd ,Fd),Ged} where Gnd denotes a set of nodes (i.e., subjects) and Fd
denotes a feature matrix in Rn×f vertically stacking the brain graph features
of size f for n subjects. Specifically, each subject is represented by one source
brain graph and m target graphs where each graph is encoded in a symmetric
matrix whose elements measure the similarity between two ROIs (i.e.,nodes).
We vectorize the off-diagonal upper-diagonal part of each matrix to create a
Fig. 1: Pipeline of the proposed MultiGraphGAN framework for predicting jointly
multiple target brain graphs from a single source graph. (A) Graph popula-
tion representation using multi-view brain graphs. Extraction of feature
vectors from source and m target brain graphs for each subject. Construction
of graph population denoting the similarity between subjects using the resulting
features. (B) Source embeddings clustering. First, we learn the source graph
embedding using an encoder E. Second, we use multiple kernel manifold learning
to cluster the resulting source embeddings into c groups. (C) Cluster-specific
multi-target graph prediction. For each of the m target domains, we train c
cluster-specific generators regularized by a shared discriminator D. We introduce
a local topology loss and a global topology loss to regularize the cluster-specific
generators (e.g., GjTi), each preserving the local node topology and the global
graph connectivity structure. We further propose a source graph reconstruction
loss to map the generated target graphs back to the source domain.
feature vector fd in R1×f encoding the connectivity features of a subject in
the domain d. Thus, Fd denotes the feature vectors {f1d , . . . , fnd } of n subjects.
Additionally, we define Ged as a set of weighted edges encoding the similarity
between each pair of subjects using their feature vectors. To do this, we propose
to learn a sample similarity matrix Sd in Rn×n using multi-kernel manifold
learning (MKML) algorithm [18] as it efficiently fits the statistical distribution
of the data by learning multiple kernels. Ultimately, for the source and m target
domains we have a set of graphs {GS ,GT1 , . . . ,GTm} each represented by a set
of feature matrices {FS ,FT1 , . . . ,FTm} and a set of learned adjacency matrices
{SS ,ST1 , . . . ,STm} (Fig. 1–A).
B- Source graphs embedding and clustering. We aim in this step to
learn the source graph embeddings using an encoder E(FS ,SS) defined as a
GCN with two layers inputing the source feature matrix FS and the learned
sample similarity matrix SS . We define the layers of GCN and the graph convo-
lution function used in each layer as follows:
Z(l) = fφ(X ,SS |W(l)); fφ(X (l),SS |W(l)) = φ(D˜− 12 S˜SD˜− 12X (l)W(l)), (1)
Z(l) is the resulting source graph embeddings of the layer l. φ represents the
ReLU and linear activation functions we used in the first and second layers,
respectively. In the first layer, X denotes the source feature matrix FS while in
the second layer it denotes the resulting embeddings learned from the first layer
Z(1). W(l) is a filter used to learn the convolution in the GCN in each layer l. As
in [17], we define the graph convolution function by f(.) where S˜S = SS + I with
I being an identity matrix used for self-regularization, and D˜ii =
∑
j S˜S(ij) is
a diagonal matrix.
We aim in the following step to build a set of domain-specific decoders reg-
ularized with the discriminator D to generate the target graphs. However, in
practice, the GAN generators might end up producing graphs that match a few
unimodal sample of the target domain thereby overlooking its heterogeneous
distribution. To handle such mode collapse of generative models, we propose to
first cluster the source graph embeddings Z into homogeneous clusters. We fur-
ther use MKML for clustering since it outperformed PCA and t-SNE clustering
methods when dealing with biological datasets [18]. Specifically, it first learns
the similarity between source embeddings, second it maps the learned similarity
matrix into a lower dimensional space, and finally uses k-means algorithm to
cluster the subjects into c clusters (Fig. 1–B).
C- Cluster-specific multi-target graph prediction. To predict the tar-
get graph of a given domain Ti where i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, we propose a set of
cluster-specific generators GTi = {G1Ti , . . . , GcTi}, where each generator produces
a graph approximating the target data distribution of a specific cluster (Fig. 1–
C). As such, we enforce the generator to learn from all examples in the cluster
c thus avoiding the mode collapse issue as our learning becomes unimodal (i.e.,
cluster-specific). We train the generators in a sequential manner where each is
defined as a GCN decoder with a similar architecture to the encoder (Eq. (1)).
More specifically, for each cluster j, a generator GjTi assigned to the target do-
main Ti and to the cluster j takes two inputs: the source embeddings Zj and
the sample similarity matrix SjTi learned using the target graphs in domain Ti.
In that way, we enforce the generator to decode the source embeddings while
approximating the real target graph structure.
The target graph prediction is optimized using the discriminator D which
is a GCN with three layers. Specifically, it enforces the generated target graph
to match the ground truth target distribution of a specific target domain. This
is achieved in two steps. First, the discriminator measures the realness of the
generated graphs by computing the Wasserstein distance among all domains. We
formulate this using the following adversarial loss Ljadv = −EF ′∼PFjS [D(F
′) ] +
1
m
∑m
i=1 EF ′′∼PFˆjTi
[D(F ′′) ]. Second, we define a binary classifier DC on top of
our discriminator D which classifies the fake graphs Fˆ jTi as 0 and the real target
graphsF jTi as 1. Hence, we formulate a graph domain classification loss as Ljgdc =∑m
i=1 EF ′′∼PFˆjTi
∪PFjTi
[`MSE(DC(F ′′), y(F ′′)) ]. `MSE is the mean squared loss
and y is the ground truth label corresponding to the graph F ′′. Additionally,
to improve the training stability of our model we adopt the gradient penalty
loss of [5] which is formulated as Ljgp = (max{0,EF˜∼PF˜jm ||∇D(F˜)|| − σ})
2.
F˜ is sampled between the source graph distribution PFjS and the fake target
graph distribution PF˜jm where F˜ jm is a matrix stacking vertically the generated
target graphs for all m domains. In particular, F˜ ← αF jS + (1 − α)F˜ jm where
α ∼ U [0, 1 ] and U is a uniform distribution. σ is a hyper-parameter set to m
as suggested in [5]. Ultimately, the discriminator guides the generators of each
cluster to produce brain graphs, each associated with a specific target domain
through the following loss function:
LD =
c∑
j=1
(Ljadv + λgdc · Ljgdc + λgp · Ljgp), (2)
λgdc and λgp are hyper-parameters to be tuned. Moreover, brain graphs have
unique topological properties for functional, structural and morphological con-
nectivities that should be preserved when predicting the target brain graphs
[19,20]. To this aim, we introduce a topological loss function which constrains
the generators to preserve the nodes properties while learning the global graph
structure (Fig. 1–C). To do so, we compute the absolute difference between the
real and predicted centralities scores of each node in the target graph. We choose
three centrality measures widely used in graph theory: closeness centrality CC
quantifying the closeness of a node to all other nodes [21], betweenness centrality
BC measuring the number of shortest paths which pass across a node [22], and
eigenvector centrality EC capturing the centralities of a node’s neighbors [23].
We define their formulas in Table. 1.
Given a centrality metric C where C ∈ {CC,BC,EC}, a cluster j and a target
domain Ti, we define X jTi and Xˆ jTi as the centralities for the real graphs F jTi and
Centrality Description
CC(va) = V−1∑
va 6=vb pvavb
V is the number of nodes and pvavb is the length of
the shortest path between nodes va and vb
BC(va) = 2
(V−1)(V−2) ×
∑
va 6=vb 6=vc
P
(vc,vb)
(va)
P
(vc,vb)
P(vc,vb)(v
a) denotes the number of shortest paths
between two nodes vc and vb that pass through (va)
EC(va) = xa = 1
λ
∑V
h=1Aabx
b Aab represents all neighbors of the node a, x is the
eigenvector resulted from the eigen decomposition
of the adjacency matrix A and λ is the highest eigen value
Table 1: Centrality measures included in the topological loss function.
the generated ones Fˆ jTi , respectively. Both X matrices are in Rn×r where n is the
number of subjects and r is the number of brain regions. Hence, we define our pro-
posed local topology loss as Ljloc(C) =
∑m
i=1 `MAE(X jTi , Xˆ jTi). On the other hand,
we propose the global topology loss function to maintain the relationship between
brain regions in terms of number of edges and their weights using the feature
matrix F jTi . Hence, for a cluster j, we define it as Ljglb =
∑m
i=1 `MAE(F jTi , Fˆ jTi).
One of the key contributions for our proposed architecture is the topological loss
function regularizing the cluster-specific generators. It is made up of local and
global topology losses and defined as Ljtop = Ljloc + Ljglb. Moreover, by maxi-
mizing the Eq. (2) the generators are optimally trained to produce graphs that
belong to a specific target domain. However, this does not guarantee that the
predicted target graphs can inversely regenerate the source graph structure in a
cyclic manner. To address this problem, we propose a graph reconstruction loss
function which ensures that the source brain graphs can be also generated from
the predicted brain graphs (Fig. 1–C). Similar to the topological loss function
Ljtop, we define it as follows:
Ljrec = (
m∑
i=1
`MAE(X jSi , Xˆ jSi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
reconstruction local topology loss
+
m∑
i=1
`MAE(F jSi , Fˆ jSi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
reconstruction global topology loss
) (3)
Furthermore, since the target domains are correlated we integrate the infor-
mation maximization loss term to force the generators to correlate the pre-
dicted graphs with a specific target domain. It is defined as in [5] Ljinf =∑m
i=1 `BCE(y = 1, DC(Fˆ jTi)) where `BCE is the binary cross entropy. Ultimately,
in our MultiGraphGAN architecture, we define the overall topology-aware adver-
sarial loss function of each generator as:
LG =
c∑
j=1
(− 1
m
·
m∑
i=1
EF ′′∼FˆTi [D(F
′′) ]+λtop ·Ljtop+λrec ·Ljrec+λinf ·Ljinf ), (4)
where λtop, λrec and λinf are hyper-parameters that control the relative im-
portance of topological loss, graph reconstruction, and information maximization
losses, respectively. The steps explained above are used for training our Multi-
GraphGAN and for a testing subject we predict its target graph by averaging
the target graphs produced by the cluster-specific generators.
3 Results and Discussion
Multi-view brain graph dataset and model architecture. A set of 310
structural T1-w MRI data extracted from Autism Brain Imaging Data Ex-
change (ABIDE1) public dataset was used. We train our model on 90% of
the dataset and test it on 10%. Each subject is represented by six morpho-
logical brain graphs (MBG). For each hemisphere H (i.e., H ∈ {L,R}), we
extract three MBGs using the following cortical measurements as introduced
in [24]: MBG1H maximum principal curvature, MBG
2
H average curvature and
MBG3H mean sulcal depth. We consider MBG
1
L as the source brain graphs and
{MBG2L,MBG3L,MBG1R,MBG2R,MBG3R} as the target graphs. We construct
our encoder with a hidden layer comprising 32 neurons and an embedding layer
with 16 neurons. Conversely, we define all generators with two layers each com-
prising 16 and 32 neurons. The discriminator comprises three layers each has 32,
16 and 1 neurons, respectively. We add to its last layer a softmax activation func-
tion representing our domain classifier. We train our model using 1000 iterations,
a batch size of 70, a learning rate of 0.0001, β1 = 0.5 and β2 = 0.999 for Adam
optimizer. Using grid search we set our hyper-parameters λgdc = 1, λgp = 0.1,
λtop = 0.1, λrec = 0.01 and λinf = 1. We train the discriminator five times and
the generators one time in an iterative manner so that their learning perfor-
mances are improved. For MKML parameters [18], we fix the number of kernels
to 10. After evaluating our model on different number of clusters c ∈ {2, 3, 4}
we choose the one which gave the best performance c = 2.
Methods Topological measures PCC MAE (BC) MAE (CC) MAE (EC)
Adapted MWGAN [5] 0.4869 0.0101 0.2394 0.0169
Adapted MWGAN [5] (clustering) 0.4272 0.0063 0.1624 0.013
MultiGraphGAN CC 0.3428 0.0062 0.1599 0.0118
MultiGraphGAN BC 0.5037 0.0054 0.141 0.0113
MultiGraphGAN EC 0.5245 0.0056 0.1449 0.0111
Table 2: Prediction results using different evaluation metrics. PCC: pearson
correlation coefficient. MAE: mean absolute error. BC: betweenness centrality.
CC: closeness centrality. EC: eigenvector centrality.
Evaluation and comparison methods. As our MultiGraphGAN is the
first model aiming to jointly predict multiple target graphs from a single brain
graph, we compare it with two baseline methods: (1) Adapted MWGAN:
we use the same architecture proposed in [5] that we adapted to graph data
types where we neither include the clustering step nor our proposed topology-
aware loss function. (2) Adapted MWGAN (clustering): it is a variant
of the first method where we add the MKML clustering of the source graph
embeddings [18] without any topology loss. We also compare our model when
1 http://fcon_1000.projects.nitrc.org/indi/abide/
using three different centrality metrics: closeness (3) MultiGraphGAN+CC,
betweenness (4) MultiGraphGAN+BC and eigenvector (5) MultiGraph-
GAN+EC centralities. To evaluate our framework, we compute for each target
domain the Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) between the ground truth
and predicted graphs and the mean absolute error (MAE) between the ground
truth centrality scores and the predicted ones. Then, we consider the average
of all resulting PCCs, and MAEs as the final measures to evaluate our frame-
work. Table. 2 shows the outperformance of MultiGraphGAN over the baseline
methods, which demonstrates the advantage of our cluster-specific generators in
avoiding the mode collapse problem in addition to the topological constraint in
optimally learning the target graph structure. Notably, the results also highlight
the importance of using BC and EC which both ranked first best and second
best using different evaluation metrics. This is explicable since considering the
node neighborhoods (i.e., EC) and the frequency of being on the shortest path
between nodes in the graph (i.e., BC) have much impact on identifying the
most influential node rather than focusing on the average shortest path existing
between a pair of nodes. As our MultiGraphGAN achieved very promising re-
sults, it can be extended in different directions such as predicting multi-target
time-dependent brain graphs. This would be of high interest in foreseeing brain
disorder evolution over time using brain graph representations [25,26,27].
4 Conclusion
We proposed MultiGraphGAN the first geometric deep learning framework for
jointly predicting multiple target brain graphs from a single source graph. Our
architecture has two compelling strengths: (i) clustering the learned source graph
embeddings then training a set of cluster-specific generators which synergistically
predict the target brain graphs, (ii) introducing a topological loss function using
a centrality metric which enforces the generators to preserve local and global
topology of the original target graphs. Our framework can be used for predicting
other types of brain graphs such as structural and functional and extended to
predict the evolution multi-target brain graphs over time from a single source
brain graph.
5 Supplementary material
In addition to our open source code2, we further provide three supplementary
items on MultiGraphGan for reproducible and open science:
1. A 5-mn YouTube video explaining how MultiGraphGAN works on BASIRA
YouTube channel at https://youtu.be/vEnzMQqbdHc.
2. A 20-mn detailed YouTube video on our work at https://youtu.be/yNx7H9NLzlE.
3. A GitHub video code demo on BASIRA YouTube channel at https://
youtu.be/JvT5XtAgbUk.
2 https://github.com/basiralab/MultiGraphGAN
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